Americans with Disabilities Act, ADA
Kentucky state government is committed to the full implementation of the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA). It is the policy of the Commonwealth to maximize the full
inclusion and integration of people with disabilities in all aspects of employment and all
programs, services and activities.
All employees must comply with the following policies regarding the ADA:


Discrimination Prohibited: Employees with disabilities who are otherwise
qualified may not be discriminated against in any areas of employment including,
but not limited to, job application and compensation procedures, fringe benefits
available by virtue of employment and activities sponsored by the state.



Limiting, Segregating, and Classifying: Employees with disabilities shall not be
limited, segregated, or classified in a way that adversely affects their employment
opportunities or status.



Contractual or Other Arrangements: The Commonwealth will not participate in
contractual or other arrangements or relationships that would subject qualified
employees with disabilities to the discrimination prohibited by the ADA.



Reasonable Accommodations: The Commonwealth will make reasonable
accommodation to the known physical or mental limitations of an otherwise
qualified employee with a disability, unless it can be shown that the
accommodation would impose an undue burden. After a qualified employee
requests reasonable accommodation, all agencies will make every reasonable
effort to find out what is needed and provide the appropriate accommodations.
This is to be an interactive process with the agency consulting with the employee
with a disability.



Administration of Tests: The Personnel Cabinet will select and administer tests
concerning employment in the most effective manner to ensure that, when a test is
administered to a job applicant or employee who has a disability that impairs
sensory, manual or speaking skills, the test results accurately reflect the skills,
aptitude, or whatever other factor of the applicant or employee that the test
purports to measure, rather than reflecting the impaired sensory, manual, or
speaking skills of such employee or applicant (except where such skills are the
factors that the test purports to measure).



Retaliation and Coercion: The Commonwealth will not coerce, intimidate,
threaten, harass, or interfere with any individual exercising or enjoying his or her
rights under the ADA or because that individual aided or encouraged any other
individual in the exercise of rights granted or protected by the ADA. Employees
may file a complaint as set forth in Employee Grievances and Complaints. Please
direct any questions or concerns to your agency ADA Coordinator.

